


and.
there is no intermission

The Hope Slide takes place in the mind of Irene during
one night in the Kootneys, a mountainous area eight
hours from Vancouver. During this night Irene travels
back in time to when she was a teenager and her
memories of three Russian Doukhobors ghosts. The
Doukhobors, a group of Russian immigrants who came
to Canada in the early 1900's, ideals clashed so
severely with the Canadian government that the
protesting began. . .
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Al and Lee for creating Harry's sound
Rob Daly for the photos that created a stir

All the staff and volunteers of the Fringe Festival!!!

The Hope Slide premiered at Tarragon Theatre,
Toronto, Ontario in 1992

The Hope Slide is staged by arrangements with
Christopher Banks and Associates,

6 Adelaide Street E, Suite 610,
Toronto, Ontario

M5C 1H6

There is brief nudity in this play.
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Terri Actor

_cc- ...: Hope Slide marks the return of Ms.
Storey to the theatre after surviving a devastating car crash
which happened just outside of the town of Hope, which is
central in this play...humm. Ms. Storey has traveled
throughout 28 countries, including three months in Romania
where she worked with a famine relief program. Terri-Lyn
studied the craft of acting at the Actors Studio in New York
City and now calls the beautiful Vancouver home. She
thanks all those who have given her Hope.

-- - -- ---
Darren' -

'. talented actor, Darren also found he had a
natural born eye for lighting. Having only been taught the
basics, Darren has gone on to create several critically
acclaimed lighting designs (Moo, Wild Abandon, Virtual
Solitaire) throughout Vancouver. Darren is honored to be a
Dart of The BODe Slide.

-_c,,_.cc,~~-~ MacLeod grew up in North Vancouver and
studied creative writing at the University of Victoria and the
University of British Columbia. Joan MacLeod is one of
Canada's most accomplished playwrights. Joan's .play The
HopeS/ide won the Chalmers Award and was nominated for a
Governor-Generals Award. All of her plays have been
produced extensively and her work has been translated into
several languages. Both her prose and poetry appear often in
literary journals.

:, director, instructor and cofounder of
Lyric School of Acting, Kate brings a long list of stage and film
credits and over two dozen directing credits to her work on The
Hope Slide. The gallery of her training and artistic endeavors
dates back to 1984, is spread over two continents, and will take
her to her la!lt breath.



We would LOVE to hear your thoughts and comments on

The Hope Slide.
Please email us at:

thehopeslide7@hotmail.com

The Hope Slide is part of a North American tour
Visiting...

Vancouver, Nelson, Penticton, Florida, Montreal,
Toronto, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Victoria,

and back again to Vancouver!


